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ABSTRACT 
We have performed  an experimental investigation of ozone production in a pulsed dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) reactor. 
Measurements of ozone in the gas-phase as a function of the power level show that in continuous mode a maximum concentration is 
achieved before a decrease presumably connected with gas-phase heating. When the reactor is employed in pulsed mode, by applying a 
definite duty cycle, a strong increase in ozone concentration is generally observed, with a maximum which happens at quite reduced duty 
cycles, thus requiring reduced power compared to the continuous mode. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Plasmas in the form of a partially ionized gas can be highly 
chemically reactive, with charged particles,  ions and free 
electrons, as well as neutral ones including stable molecules, free 
radicals and even single atoms [1,2]. They can promote chemical 
reactions out of reach in neutral gases or solutions [2]. In 
particular non-thermal plasmas, non-equilibrium systems where 
only the temperature of the electrons is substantially higher than 
the set temperature, could interact non-destructively with living 
tissues or organic compounds. Indeed the low temperature of non-
thermal plasma gas-phase, the high selectivity and the presence of 
reactive chemical species offer a wide range of industrial and bio-
medical applications [3,4]. Atmospheric pressure non-thermal 
plasmas are generated by a variety of electrical discharges such as 
corona discharges, atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ), micro 
hollow cathode discharges (MHCD) and dielectric barrier 
discharges (DBD) [5]. In these plasmas, free electrons gain energy 
from the electric field and produce radicals and long living excited 
atomic and molecular species. In particular ozone formation 
promoted by non-thermal DBD plasma is well known in literature 
[5,6,7].  
 Ozone is known to be  a strong oxidant and bactericidal 
agent [8]. Biological applications of ozone generated by DBD 
have a long history, dating back to the 1850s, when Siemens used 
it to purify water from various contaminants [9]. Afterwards 
several applications have been proposed. For instance it has been  
demonstrated that ozone treatment could inactivate various type of 
water-related pathogens [10]. In dentistry, ozone can reduce the 
bacterial count in active carious lesions. It may also temporarily 
arrest the progression of caries, by an antimicrobial action on root 
canal walls [11,12]. Ozone skin disinfection and antimicrobial 
surface treatment on biological tissue is another well known 
application [13].  In addition, positive effects of ozone have been 
reported on wound healing, like diabetic ulcers [14]. Good results 

have been also obtained in the treatment of herniated disc and in 
oxidative pre-conditioning for ischemia-reperfusion injury [15,16].  
 Ozone formation in air plasmas involves electrons and 
molecular oxygen. The simplest process is the dissociation of O2 
by electrons, O2 + e- →  2O + e-, followed by the associative 
reaction,  O + O2 + M → O3 + M, where M is generally an oxygen 
or nitrogen molecule [17]. The overall chemical kinetics is more 
complex [5,18]. In these plasmas also nitrogen dissociation occurs. 
Atomic nitrogen reacts with O2 and O3 to form NOx. In air 
several  reactions causing ozone destruction could happen, 
involving N2, NO and NO2. Moreover direct ozone decomposition 
could occur, favored by higher temperatures of the gas-phase, 
described as: O3 + M ↔ O 2 + O + M. Ozone half-life in ambient 
air ranges from a few seconds to several hours, depending on gas 
moisture and temperature. Moreover atomic O created by ozone 
dissociation reacts quickly with molecular oxygen to form ozone 
again [19]. Thus a gas phase enriched in ozone could be produced 
out of the electric discharge region and delivered to interact with a 
body surface.  
 Here we present an experimental characterization of ozone 
production in a DBD reactor fed by a pulsed oscillating HV signal. 
Many groups have studied ozone production in DBD 
[5,20,21,22,23]. Most of the research focused on the use of very 
short, single polarity HV pulses. Here we aimed to test theoretical 
suggestions pointing towards the benefit of alternating discharges 
with pause periods allowing unperturbed chemical reactions in the 
gas-phase [23]. The use of an oscillating HV allows to ignite 
multiple discharges in the active phase with a better uniformity of 
the gas phase respect to single polarity pulses. After a brief 
discussion of the experimental setup, we introduce measurements 
of ozone in the gas-phase as a function of the power level and the 
applied duty cycle. We report findings of enhanced rate fluxes of 
ozone under suitable pulsed conditions. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
 DBDs are one of the typical plasma discharges operating at 
high pressure [3]. The main feature of a DBD device consists in 
the insertion of a dielectric layer within the discharge gap in order 
to insulate at least one of the electrodes. Steady operation is 
normally sustained by applying an oscillating voltage to one of the 
electrodes at kHz frequencies. This produces a periodic repetition 
of several microdischarges distributed uniformly in the gap 
volume and concentrated in two phases of the HV oscillation, 
during which the electric current flows in opposite directions 
[24,25]. Our experiments have been performed with a commercial 
DBD system, a Laboratory Corona Station by Tigres GmbH. A 
layout of the system is sketched (Fig.1). The electrical system is 
composed of two rod electrodes (220 mm long, 8 mm diameter)  
coated with pure (>99.7%) Al2O3 synterized ceramic dielectric 
(thickness 2 mm). The two electrodes are displaced by 20 mm and 
between them it is inserted a rectangular shower in polycarbonate 
where a gas mixture can be injected directly in the discharge 
region. The two rod system is aligned and maintained at a fixed 
distance from a stainless steel cylinder (diameter 150 mm, height 
250 mm) coated by the same dielectric material (thickness 5 mm). 
The distance between the rods and the cylinder surface, variable 
between 0 and 8 mm, was set to 1 mm  in the reported 
experiments. In this arrangement, the total capacitance of the 
electrode system was measured to be 52 pF. The cylinder is 
grounded and it can rotate around its axis at a fixed rate. On the 
other hand, the two rod electrodes are jointly connected through a 
HV cable to the secondary coil of a transformer, whose primary 
circuit is fed by the tunable power generator, providing the driving 
high voltage for the discharge. Alternating voltage frequency is 
used to control the power level, so both amplitude and frequency 
changes as the power is raised [26]. The main characteristic of the 
tunable generator that we have exploited lies in its pulse 
capability. Duty cycles where the HV oscillating signal is applied 
are alternated by periods when there is no voltage on the 
electrodes.  

 
 Figure 1. Experimental setup with the electrode region and 
the microdischarges pattern at very low power.  

 The HV frequency is independent from the particular duty 
cycle chosen. Since the frequency controls the power level, the 
actual power delivered during the active periods equals that 
supplied during continuous operation. The switch-on phase can be 

very short, about 250 μs at minimum (which means about 10 
oscillation cycles), whereas the switch-off phase can be varied 
from such minimum up to 25 ms. Duty cycles as low as 1% could 
be set. An example of the HV signal, measured by a P6015A 
probe by Tektronix granted for a bandwidth of 75 MHz, is shown 
(Fig.2) and discussed below. The microdischarges current is 
measured by an home-made Rogowski coil, already employed by 
our group, as discussed in literature [26,27]. In our experimental 
set-up the electrodes for DBD have been inserted into a vacuum 
chamber in order to perform experiments under controlled 
atmosphere and gas flow. We used a cubic vacuum chamber, 40 
cm in size, which could be evacuated up to a residual pressure of 
30 Pa by a double-stage rotary pump (SD-301 by Varian) [28]. 
Here the experiments have been performed in air at atmospheric 
pressure, with open ports and a 28 nL/s blower connected at the 
top, extracting the discharge gas-phase towards an ozone trap to 
treat exhaust gases. 

  
Figure 2. Voltage and current measured during an active 
phase when pulsed operation is set.  

 
Figure 3. Ozone concentration measured  under pulsed 
operation at Weff =36 W with a 15% duty cycle (1ms-
5.5ms on-off periods). 

 An ozone sensor, OS-4 by KWJ Engineering Inc., was 
placed about 20 cm above the electrode system, near the inlet of 
the blower pipe. The sensor is able to measure concentration level 
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between 0.05 and 20 ppm and was calibrated at factory, showing a 
typical accuracy below 20%. The sensor position and the use of 
the blower were chosen so that ozone concentration could not 
exceed the sensor range during the experimental campaign. 
Although only a fraction of the gas flow interacted with plasma, 
the measurements  allow to assess the differences in the ozone 
production under variable operating conditions, such as the effect 
of the duty cycle.  The output voltage signal proportional to the 
ozone concentration was recorded and digitized with an 

acquisition rate of 1 Hz (Fig.3). In general, when the discharge is 
ignited, the signal displays  a  sharp  rise,  after  a  few seconds 
delay, and subsequently an almost stable or at least slowly varying 
behavior, with short oscillations and spikes. When the discharge is 
switched off the signal slowly decays to zero. The mean value, 
measured over a 120 s time window after the rise, was used to 
calculate the reference ozone concentration value, and this is 
reported with its standard deviation in the text and the figures of 
the next section.  

3. RESULTS SECTION 
 A detailed analysis of the microdischarge characteristics is 
beyond the scope of this paper. Here we recall the main properties, 
which are of interest for the following discussion. Although both 
frequency and  HV amplitude change when a different power level 
is set, their range is limited (36-44 kHz, 9-18 kV) and moreover 
most of discharges happens when the external voltage on the 
electrode is significantly smaller than the peak amplitude [26,28]. 
In general microdischarge electric current shows a somewhat 
broad distribution in amplitude, duration and charge transferred 
[26]. However such distribution is only slightly modified by the 
power level. Even less remarkable is the effect of the duty cycle. 
The distribution under pulsed operation mirrors the corresponding 
in the continuous mode, at the same frequency and HV amplitude. 
The main effect of the power level concerns the total number of 
microdischarges, whose increase with the power is ascribable 
mainly by an enlargement of the active phase duration during each 
HV half-cycle. Despite the asymmetry in the electrode setup the 
two active phases in the opposite HV half-cycles are remarkably 
similar (Fig.2) and the properties of microdischarges belonging to 
each of the two are comparable.  
 Above a certain threshold in the power level, 
microdischarges fill more or less uniformly the whole volume of 
the gap between the electrodes. The whole gas mixture inside this 
volume then interacts with the discharge. During a microdischarge 
in air the main process affecting the gas-phase composition is the 
dissociation of  molecules into atoms, predominantly the 
formation of atomic oxygen since oxygen bond strength is weaker 
than nitrogen one. Due to the very short lifetime of each 
microdischarges, roughly estimated  by the duration of the electric 
current pulses, the air interaction with electrons and energetic ions 
is almost instantaneous and localized in a small fraction of the gap 
volume. The following evolution is then dictated by gas-phase 
reactions of neutrals and diffusion. This evolution is perturbed by 
a subsequent discharge happening in the same region, since 
dissociation produces not only fresh atoms but also destroys the 
molecules formed in the chemical reactions. Indeed diffusion 
outside the discharge region is generally slower than the typical 
discharge frequencies in DBD.   
 Ozone is somewhat paradigmatic. It is a weakly bounded 
molecule, easily destroyed in discharges and formed in the 
reactive gas-phase left by plasmas mainly through the associative 
reactions of oxygen atoms on oxygen molecules. Its formation 
time is slow, compared not only to the discharge duration, but also 
to the discharge repetition rate, which is controlled by the 
frequency of the HV signal. Under certain conditions a continuous 
sequence of discharges could then slow down the ozone 

formation, reducing the steady state concentration that could be 
reached in the gas-phase, because of preferential dissociation in 
subsequent discharges. 

  
Figure 4. Ozone concentration measured as a function of 
the power level in continuous mode. 

  
Figure 5. Ozone concentration measured as a function of 
the pause phase duration at a power level of 200 W in 
continuous mode and with a switch-on period of 1 ms. 

 
 Another key factor in the ozone production is the 
temperature of the gas-phase. High power level generally implies 
that a substantial fraction of this energy is dissipated in heating the 
electrodes and the discharge volume. This affects the chemical 
kinetics of the plasma gas-phase too. In particular ozone reacts 
quickly and is easily consumed in favor of nitrogen oxides even at 
relatively low temperatures [3,29].        
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 At first we have investigated the production of ozone by a 
continuously operated discharge. The steady state concentration of 
ozone in the outgoing flow was measured as a function of the 
power level (Fig.4).  
 Ozone concentration is very small at breakdown (about 50 
W) when only a small number of microdischarges happen in the 
gap. Then it rises hugely, reaching a maximum at about 100 W 
power level.  
 As the power is further raised, it starts decreasing until to a 
sort of plateau for power levels exceeding 200 W. However, here 
electrode heating is no more negligible. Then we have investigated 
the effect of a pulsed operation mode. A shrinking duty cycle was 
applied by maintaining constant the duration of the active phase (1 
ms) and stretching the period of pause between two subsequent 
phases. This reduces progressively the total power absorbed by the 
discharge. Results are presented as a function of the pause 
duration (Fig.5).It is noteworthy the rather substantial increase in 
ozone concentration respect to the continuous mode observable 
when pulse operation is applied. After reaching a maximum the 
absolute ozone concentration starts decaying slowly. The peak 

happens at rather low value of the effective power (Weff = 36 W, 
15% duty cycle, Tpause=5.5 ms), much smaller than the most 
favourable power level observed in continuous mode (about 100 
W). Similar results hold also by starting from different values of 
the continuous power level. In particular, when a power level of 
100 W in continuous  mode was set, the application of even a 
moderate a duty cycle made the ozone sensor to saturate, 
exceeding its maximum range. We notice also that even if 
increasing the pause period above the maximum  leads to a 
decrease in the ozone concentration, so does also the effective 
power level. In this respect we could consider as a parameter for 
comparison, the steady state ozone concentration divided by the 
power level. The trend goes in a way that such parameter is 0.59 
ppm/W at the smallest duty cycle allowed here by our pulse 
generator (Weff = 11 W, 4% duty cycle), compared to 0.37 ppm/W 
at the maximum and the well smaller 0.015 ppm/W obtained in 
continuous mode. In this latter operating regime, even for the 
power level where the maximum ozone concentration is achieved, 
that is at about 100 W, the value of the parameter is a mere 0.11 
ppm/W, well below the one obtained in pulsed mode. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 In conclusion we have experimentally investigated the 
production of ozone by means of pulsed DBD, using a reactor 
capable of delivering stable HV oscillating signal in pulses as 
short as 250 microseconds, with duty cycles as low as 1%. We 
have tested suggestions based on the chemical kinetics of 
atmospheric pressure plasmas. In particular we have taken into 
account the characteristics of the microdischarges that constitute 
the active phase. The expected enhancement of ozone production 
when pulsed mode is employed was effectively observed and we 
found evidence that a favorable condition exists, which maximizes 

the ozone concentration reachable in the gas-phase. An enhanced  
production efficiency could be achieved by using even smaller 
duty cycles.   Our results, repeated in a more controlled and 
symmetric environment, could be compared and used as a test for 
simulations of atmospheric pressure plasmas.  
 Our experimental setup could also be employed to evaluate 
the performances of nanosecond HV pulse generator, which are 
currently developed as improved DBD rectors. Finally this 
operating mode of the DBD reactors could improve the efficiency 
of existing commercial sources in therapeutic ozone applications. 
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ABSTRACT

We have performed  an experimental investigation of ozone production in a pulsed dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) reactor. Measurements of ozone in the gas-phase as a function of the power level show that in continuous mode a maximum concentration is achieved before a decrease presumably connected with gas-phase heating. When the reactor is employed in pulsed mode, by applying a definite duty cycle, a strong increase in ozone concentration is generally observed, with a maximum which happens at quite reduced duty cycles, thus requiring reduced power compared to the continuous mode.
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	Plasmas in the form of a partially ionized gas can be highly chemically reactive, with charged particles,  ions and free electrons, as well as neutral ones including stable molecules, free radicals and even single atoms [1,2]. They can promote chemical reactions out of reach in neutral gases or solutions [2]. In particular non-thermal plasmas, non-equilibrium systems where only the temperature of the electrons is substantially higher than the set temperature, could interact non-destructively with living tissues or organic compounds. Indeed the low temperature of non-thermal plasma gas-phase, the high selectivity and the presence of reactive chemical species offer a wide range of industrial and bio-medical applications [3,4]. Atmospheric pressure non-thermal plasmas are generated by a variety of electrical discharges such as corona discharges, atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ), micro hollow cathode discharges (MHCD) and dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) [5]. In these plasmas, free electrons gain energy from the electric field and produce radicals and long living excited atomic and molecular species. In particular ozone formation promoted by non-thermal DBD plasma is well known in literature [5,6,7]. 

	Ozone is known to be  a strong oxidant and bactericidal agent [8]. Biological applications of ozone generated by DBD have a long history, dating back to the 1850s, when Siemens used it to purify water from various contaminants [9]. Afterwards several applications have been proposed. For instance it has been  demonstrated that ozone treatment could inactivate various type of water-related pathogens [10]. In dentistry, ozone can reduce the bacterial count in active carious lesions. It may also temporarily arrest the progression of caries, by an antimicrobial action on root canal walls [11,12]. Ozone skin disinfection and antimicrobial surface treatment on biological tissue is another well known application [13].  In addition, positive effects of ozone have been reported on wound healing, like diabetic ulcers [14]. Good results have been also obtained in the treatment of herniated disc and in oxidative pre-conditioning for ischemia-reperfusion injury [15,16]. 

	Ozone formation in air plasmas involves electrons and molecular oxygen. The simplest process is the dissociation of O2 by electrons, O2 + e- → 2O + e-, followed by the associative reaction,  O + O2 + M → O3 + M, where M is generally an oxygen or nitrogen molecule [17]. The overall chemical kinetics is more complex [5,18]. In these plasmas also nitrogen dissociation occurs. Atomic nitrogen reacts with O2 and O3 to form NOx. In air several  reactions causing ozone destruction could happen, involving N2, NO and NO2. Moreover direct ozone decomposition could occur, favored by higher temperatures of the gas-phase, described as: O3 + M ↔ O2 + O + M. Ozone half-life in ambient air ranges from a few seconds to several hours, depending on gas moisture and temperature. Moreover atomic O created by ozone dissociation reacts quickly with molecular oxygen to form ozone again [19]. Thus a gas phase enriched in ozone could be produced out of the electric discharge region and delivered to interact with a body surface. 

	Here we present an experimental characterization of ozone production in a DBD reactor fed by a pulsed oscillating HV signal. Many groups have studied ozone production in DBD [5,20,21,22,23]. Most of the research focused on the use of very short, single polarity HV pulses. Here we aimed to test theoretical suggestions pointing towards the benefit of alternating discharges with pause periods allowing unperturbed chemical reactions in the gas-phase [23]. The use of an oscillating HV allows to ignite multiple discharges in the active phase with a better uniformity of the gas phase respect to single polarity pulses. After a brief discussion of the experimental setup, we introduce measurements of ozone in the gas-phase as a function of the power level and the applied duty cycle. We report findings of enhanced rate fluxes of ozone under suitable pulsed conditions.





2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION



	DBDs are one of the typical plasma discharges operating at high pressure [3]. The main feature of a DBD device consists in the insertion of a dielectric layer within the discharge gap in order to insulate at least one of the electrodes. Steady operation is normally sustained by applying an oscillating voltage to one of the electrodes at kHz frequencies. This produces a periodic repetition of several microdischarges distributed uniformly in the gap volume and concentrated in two phases of the HV oscillation, during which the electric current flows in opposite directions [24,25]. Our experiments have been performed with a commercial DBD system, a Laboratory Corona Station by Tigres GmbH. A layout of the system is sketched (Fig.1). The electrical system is composed of two rod electrodes (220 mm long, 8 mm diameter)  coated with pure (>99.7%) Al2O3 synterized ceramic dielectric (thickness 2 mm). The two electrodes are displaced by 20 mm and between them it is inserted a rectangular shower in polycarbonate where a gas mixture can be injected directly in the discharge region. The two rod system is aligned and maintained at a fixed distance from a stainless steel cylinder (diameter 150 mm, height 250 mm) coated by the same dielectric material (thickness 5 mm). The distance between the rods and the cylinder surface, variable between 0 and 8 mm, was set to 1 mm  in the reported experiments. In this arrangement, the total capacitance of the electrode system was measured to be 52 pF. The cylinder is grounded and it can rotate around its axis at a fixed rate. On the other hand, the two rod electrodes are jointly connected through a HV cable to the secondary coil of a transformer, whose primary circuit is fed by the tunable power generator, providing the driving high voltage for the discharge. Alternating voltage frequency is used to control the power level, so both amplitude and frequency changes as the power is raised [26]. The main characteristic of the tunable generator that we have exploited lies in its pulse capability. Duty cycles where the HV oscillating signal is applied are alternated by periods when there is no voltage on the electrodes. 



 Figure 1. Experimental setup with the electrode region and the microdischarges pattern at very low power. 

	The HV frequency is independent from the particular duty cycle chosen. Since the frequency controls the power level, the actual power delivered during the active periods equals that supplied during continuous operation. The switch-on phase can be very short, about 250 μs at minimum (which means about 10 oscillation cycles), whereas the switch-off phase can be varied from such minimum up to 25 ms. Duty cycles as low as 1% could be set. An example of the HV signal, measured by a P6015A probe by Tektronix granted for a bandwidth of 75 MHz, is shown (Fig.2) and discussed below. The microdischarges current is measured by an home-made Rogowski coil, already employed by our group, as discussed in literature [26,27]. In our experimental set-up the electrodes for DBD have been inserted into a vacuum chamber in order to perform experiments under controlled atmosphere and gas flow. We used a cubic vacuum chamber, 40 cm in size, which could be evacuated up to a residual pressure of 30 Pa by a double-stage rotary pump (SD-301 by Varian) [28]. Here the experiments have been performed in air at atmospheric pressure, with open ports and a 28 nL/s blower connected at the top, extracting the discharge gas-phase towards an ozone trap to treat exhaust gases.

 

Figure 2. Voltage and current measured during an active phase when pulsed operation is set. 



Figure 3. Ozone concentration measured  under pulsed operation at Weff =36 W with a 15% duty cycle (1ms-5.5ms on-off periods).

	An ozone sensor, OS-4 by KWJ Engineering Inc., was placed about 20 cm above the electrode system, near the inlet of the blower pipe. The sensor is able to measure concentration level between 0.05 and 20 ppm and was calibrated at factory, showing a typical accuracy below 20%. The sensor position and the use of the blower were chosen so that ozone concentration could not exceed the sensor range during the experimental campaign. Although only a fraction of the gas flow interacted with plasma, the measurements  allow to assess the differences in the ozone production under variable operating conditions, such as the effect of the duty cycle.  The output voltage signal proportional to the ozone concentration was recorded and digitized with an acquisition rate of 1 Hz (Fig.3). In general, when the discharge is ignited, the signal displays  a  sharp  rise,  after  a  few seconds delay, and subsequently an almost stable or at least slowly varying behavior, with short oscillations and spikes. When the discharge is switched off the signal slowly decays to zero. The mean value, measured over a 120 s time window after the rise, was used to calculate the reference ozone concentration value, and this is reported with its standard deviation in the text and the figures of the next section. 



3. RESULTS SECTION



	A detailed analysis of the microdischarge characteristics is beyond the scope of this paper. Here we recall the main properties, which are of interest for the following discussion. Although both frequency and  HV amplitude change when a different power level is set, their range is limited (36-44 kHz, 9-18 kV) and moreover most of discharges happens when the external voltage on the electrode is significantly smaller than the peak amplitude [26,28]. In general microdischarge electric current shows a somewhat broad distribution in amplitude, duration and charge transferred [26]. However such distribution is only slightly modified by the power level. Even less remarkable is the effect of the duty cycle. The distribution under pulsed operation mirrors the corresponding in the continuous mode, at the same frequency and HV amplitude. The main effect of the power level concerns the total number of microdischarges, whose increase with the power is ascribable mainly by an enlargement of the active phase duration during each HV half-cycle. Despite the asymmetry in the electrode setup the two active phases in the opposite HV half-cycles are remarkably similar (Fig.2) and the properties of microdischarges belonging to each of the two are comparable. 

	Above a certain threshold in the power level, microdischarges fill more or less uniformly the whole volume of the gap between the electrodes. The whole gas mixture inside this volume then interacts with the discharge. During a microdischarge in air the main process affecting the gas-phase composition is the dissociation of  molecules into atoms, predominantly the formation of atomic oxygen since oxygen bond strength is weaker than nitrogen one. Due to the very short lifetime of each microdischarges, roughly estimated  by the duration of the electric current pulses, the air interaction with electrons and energetic ions is almost instantaneous and localized in a small fraction of the gap volume. The following evolution is then dictated by gas-phase reactions of neutrals and diffusion. This evolution is perturbed by a subsequent discharge happening in the same region, since dissociation produces not only fresh atoms but also destroys the molecules formed in the chemical reactions. Indeed diffusion outside the discharge region is generally slower than the typical discharge frequencies in DBD.  

	Ozone is somewhat paradigmatic. It is a weakly bounded molecule, easily destroyed in discharges and formed in the reactive gas-phase left by plasmas mainly through the associative reactions of oxygen atoms on oxygen molecules. Its formation time is slow, compared not only to the discharge duration, but also to the discharge repetition rate, which is controlled by the frequency of the HV signal. Under certain conditions a continuous sequence of discharges could then slow down the ozone formation, reducing the steady state concentration that could be reached in the gas-phase, because of preferential dissociation in subsequent discharges.

 

Figure 4. Ozone concentration measured as a function of the power level in continuous mode.

 

Figure 5. Ozone concentration measured as a function of the pause phase duration at a power level of 200 W in continuous mode and with a switch-on period of 1 ms.



	Another key factor in the ozone production is the temperature of the gas-phase. High power level generally implies that a substantial fraction of this energy is dissipated in heating the electrodes and the discharge volume. This affects the chemical kinetics of the plasma gas-phase too. In particular ozone reacts quickly and is easily consumed in favor of nitrogen oxides even at relatively low temperatures [3,29].       

	At first we have investigated the production of ozone by a continuously operated discharge. The steady state concentration of ozone in the outgoing flow was measured as a function of the power level (Fig.4). 

	Ozone concentration is very small at breakdown (about 50 W) when only a small number of microdischarges happen in the gap. Then it rises hugely, reaching a maximum at about 100 W power level. 

	As the power is further raised, it starts decreasing until to a sort of plateau for power levels exceeding 200 W. However, here electrode heating is no more negligible. Then we have investigated the effect of a pulsed operation mode. A shrinking duty cycle was applied by maintaining constant the duration of the active phase (1 ms) and stretching the period of pause between two subsequent phases. This reduces progressively the total power absorbed by the discharge. Results are presented as a function of the pause duration (Fig.5).It is noteworthy the rather substantial increase in ozone concentration respect to the continuous mode observable when pulse operation is applied. After reaching a maximum the absolute ozone concentration starts decaying slowly. The peak happens at rather low value of the effective power (Weff = 36 W, 15% duty cycle, Tpause=5.5 ms), much smaller than the most favourable power level observed in continuous mode (about 100 W). Similar results hold also by starting from different values of the continuous power level. In particular, when a power level of 100 W in continuous  mode was set, the application of even a moderate a duty cycle made the ozone sensor to saturate, exceeding its maximum range. We notice also that even if increasing the pause period above the maximum  leads to a decrease in the ozone concentration, so does also the effective power level. In this respect we could consider as a parameter for comparison, the steady state ozone concentration divided by the power level. The trend goes in a way that such parameter is 0.59 ppm/W at the smallest duty cycle allowed here by our pulse generator (Weff = 11 W, 4% duty cycle), compared to 0.37 ppm/W at the maximum and the well smaller 0.015 ppm/W obtained in continuous mode. In this latter operating regime, even for the power level where the maximum ozone concentration is achieved, that is at about 100 W, the value of the parameter is a mere 0.11 ppm/W, well below the one obtained in pulsed mode.





4. CONCLUSIONS
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	In conclusion we have experimentally investigated the production of ozone by means of pulsed DBD, using a reactor capable of delivering stable HV oscillating signal in pulses as short as 250 microseconds, with duty cycles as low as 1%. We have tested suggestions based on the chemical kinetics of atmospheric pressure plasmas. In particular we have taken into account the characteristics of the microdischarges that constitute the active phase. The expected enhancement of ozone production when pulsed mode is employed was effectively observed and we found evidence that a favorable condition exists, which maximizes the ozone concentration reachable in the gas-phase. An enhanced  production efficiency could be achieved by using even smaller duty cycles.   Our results, repeated in a more controlled and symmetric environment, could be compared and used as a test for simulations of atmospheric pressure plasmas. 

	Our experimental setup could also be employed to evaluate the performances of nanosecond HV pulse generator, which are currently developed as improved DBD rectors. Finally this operating mode of the DBD reactors could improve the efficiency of existing commercial sources in therapeutic ozone applications.
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